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Hot tub covers were invented to keep stray teens out of slumbering homeownersâ€™ private
hydrotherapy stations. Hot tub owners have been known to camouflage their coversâ€™ surfaces to
further disguise what lies beneath from fence-hopping partygoers. Unfortunately, when placed
directly next to a fence these covers are apt to become damaged and ineffective. The first thing to
do is relocate your tub. The second thing is find a replacement hot tub cover.

Arctic Spas Durham, located in Whitby, Ontario, carries a wide selection of makes and models to
suit virtually any lifestyle. Their easy-going staff knows the hot tub industry and happily educates
visitors about proper hot tub service and maintenance, hot tub accessories and even hot tub
gazebos. At this time of year one piece of advice stands above all: a hot tub cover is an important
component for you to consider.

If you currently own a hot tub, itâ€™s important to understand how a proper cover can keep your water
clean, reduce energy consumption and altogether help save money by reducing operating costs.
Even if you have a hot tub gazebo structure, a cover can be an invaluable addition to your
arrangement. And if you have a hot tub cover already but itâ€™s damaged, those tears and holes in the
material could be costing you.

Hot tub covers keep more than teenagers out. They also prevent rain and snow from mixing with
your carefully monitored water. The pollutants from the elements can be harmful to the delicate
chemical balance of your hot tubâ€™s water, and can lead to damaged motors, jets and other
equipment. Although Arctic Spas Durham has the hot tub service technicians you need to get your
tub running again, itâ€™s best to adopt preventative measures like a well-fitted cover.

And they keep something inside. Especially as the weather turns colder hot tubs tend to lose more
heat.By trapping the heat inside with a hot tub cover, your tub will use less energy while maintaining
desired temperature settings.  Hot tub covers trap heat as well as energy inside your tub. Any owner
will agree that a hydrotherapeutic soak is particularly rewarding in the winter, and by investing in a
good cover, it can also be more affordable for everyone in cities of Canada.

Lastly, hot tub covers are a safe, secure and effective way to prevent small children or pets from
falling into a tub when no oneâ€™s around.
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